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Abstract

For parfld projections, the rays that are cast through the
volume maintain a constant samphg rate on the underlying volume data. It is straightforward to set this sampkg
rate to create an output image of the required qufity. For
perspective projections, however, the rays do not maintain
such a continuous and unifom sampbg rate. Instead, the
rays diverge as they traverse the volume from front to back.
This creates an uneven samp%g of the underlying volume.
Naive ray =ting algorithms generdy hande ray divergence
by one of two methods. The fist method is undersamphg,
in which rays are cast so that the samphg rate at the front
of the volume is appropriatee for the desired image qutity.
However, because of the perspective ray divergence, the underlying volume is undemampled. This may restit in severe
&asing by creating ‘holes” in the rear of the volume where
regions of voxek remain unsampled. The second method is
oversampbg, in which rays are cast so that the samphg
rate at the rear of the volume is appropriatee for the desired
image qutity. Ths approach avoids the &askg of the fist
metho~ however, the volume may be radicdy oversampled
in the front. The inefficient overs-pkg
in the front of the
dataset drarnaticfly increases the runtime of this method.
Of course, the rays can be cast with a sampbg rate between
undersampbg and oversampkg. This restits in a tradeoff
between the image qudty of oversamphg and the rendering
speed of undersampbg.

ii’e present a method to accurately and eficientlyperform perspective volumek.c ray casting of unjform regular datasets,
called E~on&ntial-Begion (ER) Perspective. Unlike previous
m&thodswhich undersample, oversimple, or approximate the
data, our method near un#ormly samples the data throughout the viewing volume. In addition, it gajns algorithmic advantagesfiom a regular sampling pattern and cache-coherent
rad access, making itan algon-thm well suited for implementation on hardware architectu~s for volume rendering.
TT’equali~ the algorithm by its $ltering characteristics and
demonstrate its effectiveness by wntrasting its antialiasing
~~aiity and timing with other perspective ray casting methods.
CR Categories:
1.3.3 [Computer Graphics]:
Picture/Image Generation-D~ky
dgorit~
1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]:
Thr~DimensioA
Graphics and W
~sm;
1.4.2 ~mage Processing And Computer Vision]:
Enhancement-Ffit*~
Keywords:
\701umerendering. Perspective ray -ting,
Adaptive supersampbg, Volume rend-g
hardware

1

Introduction

Others have addressed the problem of nonunifom sampkg due to perspective ray divergence during volume rendering.
Levoy and Wtaker
[8] proposed using a 3Dmipmap representation of the underlying volume data to cr~
ate larger sampbg kern& when the rays diverge. However,
this method adds a Ievd of blurring before the sampkg.
Furthermore, the use of non-hear mapping from densityt~color may rdt
in incorrect color being assigned to a
region of averaged voxel densities. Swan et d. [12] presented a sidar
approach for splatting. Novins et d. [9]
proposed an adaptive samp%g technique in which rays spht
into four Wd rays once the neighboring rays &verge past
some threshold. Adaptive samphg ensures that the sampbg rate remains close to the density of the underlying
volume (k fact within the threshold value) without blurring
the data and stti flowing arbitrary density-t~color map
pings. Kreeger et d. [5] proposed two back-t~front merging dgonthms sidar to Novins et rd.’s sphtting approach.
The fit uttized local neighborhood information to decide
when to merge two rays, wMe the second algorithm uttized
~obd information to decide which rays were permitted to
merge. However, both algorithms sfiered from irre~ar ray
resampbg patterns.

Volume rendering is a method for visu~zing three dimension dat~~ets. For re&tic ~aations,
perspective pre
jectioms are required tiess the viewm’s eyepoint is far away
from the object being examined- bently,
however, the
use of perspective projection either incr-=
the rendering
time or decreases the projected image qu&ty. lIeanwMe,
users’ a~~ectatiom for image qufi~ and speed continue to
rise.
Agorithms for volume rendering gendy
f~ into two
=t egori~s: imageorder (e.g., ray -ting
[7]) and objectorder (eg., splatting [13] or shear-warp [6])- Imageorder
&oritb*
are generdy thought to produce higher @ty
images than objec&order. Howeverj perspective projections
present fierent chdenges when pdorming ray -ting.

●{kkreeger,ari}@=.smysb.edu
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Bitter and Katian
[1] proposed a perspective projection method for the Cub&4 Light volume rendering hardware. Their method resamples the compositing btier for
-rh volume sfice. We
this re~ar resampkg operation
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Wows the ch=cterization
of the Bter as a Gaussian, the
titer is view m~e dependent and spans up to h~ as many
vox&s as there are shces in the image for the worst-case
of 22.5 degree ray projections. hfore recently, Brady et d.
12] proposed a tw~phase approa& which *O attempts to
sample the volume at a rate near that of the underlying volume. This method divid= the viewing frustum into regions
based on Eu&dean distance born the eyepoint. The &
tances used as region boundaries are left to be specified by
the u<er. The dgonthm then ray casts each region separatdy with a ray density near the underlying volume r=olution. The images created from the regions are subsequently
composite by taxture mapping hardware. This algorithm
at the
is dtia~ed for accderated rendering of large V01W6
a~~em<e of purdy idd
sampkg and flt ering. The authors
report that when some of the regions are reused to speedup
the rend~g
of subsequent frames, the error from sample
approximations becomes &ffidt to &~t~e
To efiminate the random access of volume data during
depth-fist pera~ective ray casting, many r==chers
have
proposed to process the volume in a breadth-first SEC*
order f~~hion, thereby taking advantage of cache coherency
[9, 6, 5]. Kaufmm and BMash
fit introduced stic~order
processing in 19S5 [~] fo~owed by Drebm et d- in 19SS [3]
who proposed to ha~-ethe shces comespond with a scardine
in the fid imag~ However, they both re@ed
rotating the
volume — a process which may take longer than the rendering may take and require twice the memory — so that
a sfic~by-s~ce orthographic projection cotid be performed.
Current s~c+order volume rendering methods do not require
tbe rotation stag% they cast rays at non-orthographic pr~
jectiom~, but st~ access the data in a sfic~by-s~ce fashion.
This powfi
method is ~~ed by the tibe volume rendering mtitectura~ to achieve red-time frame rates with high
image qufity [11, 1, 10].

2
2.1

ER-Perspective
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Figure 1: LGN neuron rendered by (a) Undersampling, e)
ER-Perspective. (c) and (d) are the area in the square blown
up ~ times.

is dependent on the ~obd geometry instead of local neighborhood conditions. Ad&tiondy,
an odd number of rays
are merged such that the restiting ray is an exact continuation of the previous center ray. This is an advantage of
our approach over previous methods. It dews us to quWy
the algorithm by characterizing the faltering achieved when
adaptivdy sampkg the volume (see Section 3.1).
The base samp%g rate of the algorithm can be set according to the desired image @ty.
The base samphg rate is
the minimum ray density compared to the underlying volume resolution. (Mthough the ER-Perspective algorithm
supports any sampkg rate, for the remainder of this paper
we assume that it is 1 ray per voxel.) The dgonthm has
the advantage of keeping the ray density between 1 and 2
times the base sampkg rate. This guarantees that no vox& are mised in the rear of the volume and places an upper
bound on the total amount of work performed at two times

Ray Casting

Oveniew

TYepropose an dgonthm, ER-Perspective @xponentid R*
gions Perspective)l for performing perspective projections
of uniform re@ar datasets by adaptivdy samp~g the underlying volume. Our @orithm provides extremdy good
anti~~~ing properties associated with oversamp~
wMe
giving rnntimes on the order of undersampkg.
Furthermore, it creat=~ at l=~t one sample for every visible voxd
in the Yolum~ ER-Per>~ective gains a runtime ad>mtage
over previous work [9, 2, 8] by ut-g
sfic~order vosd access, wme mainttig
e~
or better image @ty.
(See
Section 4 for detfi
cont=ting
our algorithm to others.)
Figure 1 compares our ER-Perspective algorithm with undersampbg for an LGN neuron dataset obtained horn a
confocd microscope scan. Fi~es
l(c) and l(d) show a portion of the image blown up 4 times.
Cur ER-PaTective
algorithm works by dividing the view
fistum into regions ba~ed on &\Tonentidy increasing &=
t~ces from the eyepoint. Itre m<t continuous rays from
ba&-tmfiont (or front-tmback) and merge (or sp~t) the rays
once they become too dose (or too far) from =ch other. (tVe
timit the disa~tion in this paper to the more intuitive case of
back-tmfront with merging. The differences are pointed out
where they me si@cant.)
ltre use the region boundaries
to mark the locatiom where the rays shodd be merg~ By
dtig
the regioms and merging d rays at the boundaries,
the Agonthm pro~tidesa re~ar patt=
of ray merging that

Supersampkg.
Since we utfize shceorder proc=singj we project the volume onto the baseplane of the volume which is most perpendidar to the view direction. The baseplane image is then
warped onto the find image plane in the same manner as in
shear-warp [6]@r Cube-4 [11].
One of the major driving forces of the dgonthm was to
develop a method which cotid map to a hardware architecture. Specifidy,
we strived to create an algorithm which
ody required nearest neighbor communication between processing demerits. We
processing a row of voxels on a
onedimensiond array of processing elements, ow algorithm
ordy requires processing elements to communicate with their
immedat e left and right neighbors.

2.2

Exponential

Region Selection

Our dgonthm uses shceorder processing along one of the
three major axes. Consequently, we define the regions in
our algorithm as slabs of stices along the major projection
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Figure 3 2D $lter of size +2 samples. The filter is a linear
ramp in each dimension. To generate a 2D filter, the weights
are ‘multiplied and then normalized.

Z=6

ary h~ay
between two voxel positions. To downsample
the ray density with this deterministic ray pattern, we use a
2D Bartlett flter (*o known as tent or triangle flter) with
an extent of +1 voxel tit in ea~ dimension [14]. Because
the ray density at the front of ead region is twice the voxel
density, this 3 x 3 voxd neighborhood is intersected by 5 x 5
rays. Since the edges have a weight of zero (see Figure 3),
ody the 3 x 3 neighboring rays are used for applying the
falter to downsample the ray density. This effectively merges
neighboring rays. The Bartlett fdt er was &osen over a simple box flter for the added qu~ty it produces in the fmd
image. (See Section 3.1 for our analysis of the cascading of
lod Bartlett falters.) For front-t&ba& processing, rays are
spht instead of mmged. Here a bfiear interpolation of the
rays is performed to generate the new rays whi& begin between other rays. Note that the Bartlett flter of size +1 is
the inverse of the btiear interpolation operation.

Z=3
Z=o
View Pokt
Fl~e
2: Eqonentid region boundaries in vozel units. The
tu~overspectit’e rays have the desird property that they are
ti~,ic; as jar apart ut the rear boundary of each region as they
are apart at the &ont boundary of each region.

axis. (For the remainder of the paper we assume that the
volume is being projected along sfices perpenditiar to the
Z-aus.) Specific~y, we take the distance ~ong the Z-axis
from the viewpoint to the front of the volume and crate the
fist region to consist of as many Z-shces as this distance.
Ea& successive region after the fit one is twice as deep as
the one before it..
To Nustrate, if the viewpoint is 3 voxd tits in front of
the volume, then the first region is 3 VOX4 units thi&, the
nc~? is 6 vosd tits thi~ etc. k gend,
the i-th region
~,hwe e= is the distance fiOm the ~e~ise=-u .), sfic~= t~~
point. to the front. of the volume (see Figure 2). Forcing the
regio~~ to be thus d~ed
produces the desired effect that
anv tm~operspectil-e rays shot thou@ =Y of the re#o~ =e
tice aS far apart at the rear boundary as they are at the
front. boundary. This is shorn in Figure 2 as the distance
bet~veen the t~o rays gron’s horn 1 to 2 acre= the first r~
gion, then to 4, and findy tos at the rear of the last region.
Additiondy, since the region boundaries are dependent on
the global geometry, the =UenCY Or the =Y =t~g
~g~
rithm is maumized by providing a me&anism for keeping
the ray density betieen 1 and 2 times the underlying volume r~~olution in =ch dimension. It *O meates a re@ar
topolo= so that the fltering of the data ~ be contro~ed
~~ perspective rays are a~t.

2.3

Ray Density

2.4

Adaptive

Having regioms wtith boundaries at exponential &tan=
produc= ray dmsity ttice as high at the front as at the
b~di of the re~on. Thwefor~ we must provide a mechanism
to adju~t the ray density when mosssg a region boundary.
S~ce ea& ray starts on a Yoxd coordinate at the rear of a
region, at the front of the region every second ray in each
dimensson d.
once a~
coincide directly with a vosd
coorhat.e. The remaining rays intersect the region bound-
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Ray Casting

Notice in Figure 4 that the volume does not need to end on
a region boundary. However, since we want the rays to be
on exact voxel coordinates at fl of the region boundties,
we begin the rays on the grid coordinates at the rear of the
last enclosing region. Therefore, the voxel coordinates and
the ray sample locations may not be congruent at the rear of
the volume. This not Qdy provides the mentioned boundary
conditions, but aids with temporal antitiasing when the eyepoint is moved in smfler than voxel unit distances because
the rays d
continue to originate from the same positions
relative to the voxek.
Mgorithm 1 performs the ER-Perspective ba&-t~front
projection of a volume. First, the exponential boundaries are
cr-t ed for the regions given the eye position in voxel units.
We estabtish enough regions to completely encompass the
volume. To perform the rendtig,
we loop through ea~
region horn the ba& to the front, computing normal ray
~ting, but in a sfice-order fashion, and store the parti~y
computed rays in a compositing btier. Between regions we
perform the ray density resampkg of the compositing btier
destibed in Section 2.3. The baseplane image is warped
onto the fid image plane for display.
Fi~e
4 shows a 2D example of how the rays travel
through a 73 volume when the viewpoint is 3 voxel tits
in front of the volume. Notice that the sampbg rate is dalwaysbetween 7 and 14 per s~ce, and that it inmeases as
the rays travel through the regions from ba~ to front. The
number of ray density resamphg stages for an N3 volume
is tited
by log2N, since that is the maximum number of
regions in an N3 volume. The last resamphng step shown

Resampling
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Compute Z-position
of Eye in Voxel Units
Compute Exponent id Region Bound=ies
fOr ~GION = MAXRZGION to O
fOr SLICE= MAXSLICE[~GION] to MmSLICE[~GION]
Bilinear
Interpolate
Samples for this slice
Shade and Classify
Samples
Composite Smples onto Rays in Buffer
end for
if not frontmost REGION
Do-ample
Rays in Compositing Buffer With
Bartlett
Filter
end if
end for
Warp Baseplene to Find Image plane

Ray

Mgorithm 1: Back-to-Front ER-Perspective
(assuming Z-major axis projection)

Ray Casting

W of the original density. Using a flter of size +2 rays
(n=2) meates a flter kernd of 5x5, or just the fo~owing 5
weights for one dimensiom

o,:, ;,;, o

(2)

Now, consider the contribution of samples a, b, c, d and e to
the parti~y composite ray whi& changes from region 2 to
region 1 at location o,

Fi~e 4 A 73 volume, where the viewpoint is 3 voxel units in
fi;nt of the voiume. The rear of the v;lume does not coincide
with a r&gion boundary, but the rays are still positioned on
the vozel coordinates at the rear of the region boundary. In
this examp~e the t’iew~stum
k set up so that the final image
coincides with the baseplane

(3)
Wewise the partial rays at p and q are computed

on the baseplane is performed when the image warp takes
place.

(4)

3

Evaluation

(5)

3.1

Quali~ng

of the Algorithm
the filter

(We omit the fornndas for partial rays for n and r since
they have a O weight in the find flter for pixel A.) Continuing the ER-P~ective
algorithm, the resampled partial
rays n, o%p, q and r are cast through region 1 where they are
again fltered by a Iod Bartlett falter. Now, the norm&zed
contribution of n, o,p, q and r to pixel A is:

With previous adaptive ray d-sity perspective methods,
it was diffidt to det ermine the fdt ering function atieved
when rays were merged using irre~ar patt ems. Since we
use re~ar boundties for the fltering operations and exact ray placement. within the boundaries, it is possible to
compute the effective flter atieved by the ~cading of 1~
d Bartlett. titers. This is one of the major advantages of
our ER-Per.spective algorithm. Ad&tiondy,
we show that
the boundties and falter we have &osen overcome the poor
image qu~ty usutiy associated with successive fltering of
discrete data.
Comsider the ti<e of a perspective proj~tion of a volume
7 s~c~~ deep with the eyepoint 2 vosd units in front of the
vokuue, as depicted in Figure 5. Using our ER-Perspective
approa&, the rays that are cast through the region are one
voxd unit apart at the rear of the regiom However, the rays
reach a re@on boundary and are fltered using lod Bartlett
titers. The B~tlett falter (simpMed to l-dimension) cont~s the fo~owing weights for a kmd of size 2n + 1 norm&zed so that the output has the same solar range as the
input:
~12
‘n2’n2’

n—l
n n—1
21
. . . ,—
>—_
...
*2
nzy *2 1
‘~’p

The ER-Perspective dgontbm

rdways resample

0

A=;o+;p+;q
Substituting in the dues

(6)

for o,p and q gives us:

Notice that this formh
contains the same weights as a
Bartlett flter with kernel size of nine values (n=4). This
be repeated for pixd B with the same flter weights.
For front-t~back proc=sing a sidar
analysis can be used
to demonstrate the performance of the algorithm and theredt of successive applications of the btiear interpolation.
We a
&o show that each sample of a shce contributes
the same amount to the fid image as any other sample in
the same region (assuming W other operations on samples,
su& u color mapping and compositing, are equal). For
example, the value sample e contributes to pixel A with an
effective weight of ~ after the cascading of the local Bartlett

(1)

the rays to
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Figure 5: ER-Perspective

ray asting across two regions.

fdt.ers. Lfiewise, sample i contributes to phd B with an
dective weight of ~. ~ample f contributes-to pkel A with
a weight of $ and to pkd B with a weight of & for a
totalof ~. This can be repeated for samples g and h. The
samples to the left of e and the right of i contibute partly to
pix&s left of A and right of B, respectivdy, so that the sum
of their contributions to the fid image is *O $. h fact,
every sample that is in this region has the same weight. The
weight is ~ because this region is the second region in the
volume. For the first region in the volume, every sample has
a weight of $. This is W*able
by rdtig
that there are
Q rays p~ fia image pkd in this region. There are 4 ~yS
per ti~ image pLYdin the second region, etc. Consequently,
the weight wbi~ determines the contribution of ea~ sample
image pk~
to~vards the find image is the ratio
samples in this shce -

3.2

●

Image QuaIi&

Tw&dimensiond t%ure mapping has long ufied
chWenging images for me &g
&asing and comparing methods.
The imaga< that are often used contain high frequency components .w& as &e&erboard patt ems of bla& and white
idea to cr=te test
Squara=. J$’e propose to ~~e a sidar
volu~s for measurin g the ~ectiveness of dgoritbms to acFi@e 6 (Figure 12
curat dy render anti~ased volmesin the Color Section) shows imag= of our volume dataset
for m=~kg
anti&asing performance of perspective dg~
nthms. The dataset consists of planes of smd cubes in a
&e&erboard pattThe volume co~ts
of a floor of blue
abes and left. and rear WA of white ah=.
The cubes are
53 vox& and the volume is 2563.
The images in row (a) of Figure 6 were rendered by an
undersamphg algorithm where the ray density is set to be
equal to the underlying volume at the front of the volume.
In these images, ray divergence cans- two typ= of &asing.
The &t is lfoire patterns due to the non-uniform sampbg,
whi& occurs on the W* whi& are perpenfitiar
to the
view plane. The second is the total hation
of sm~
featurm t owar~~ the rear of volnrn~ due to perspective ray
dvergence
This ~asing OCon the rear wfl which is
pmdd to the view plane. Row (b) of this figure was meated
using our ER-Perspective algorithm. Note that there are
no noticeable &aSing effects. Figure 6 row (c) was created
m~kg ovmamphg,
where the ray density is @
to the
under]vina
volume at the rear of the volume. Bemuse of
–—
ray divergmce, the volume is oversampled at the front. The
imag~ were rendered so that the image plane cointided with
the &ont.of the volume. The left column is rendered with the

Figure 6 2563 test uolumes with 53 subcubes. Row (a) Undersampling, p) ER-Perspective, (c) Ouersampling. The
left wlumn is rendered with the eye at (128,128,-6J) and
a 127 deg field-o f-uiew, while the right column is with an eye
at (1282128,-128) and 90 deg field- of-uiew.

1.
!

eye at (128,128,-64) and a 127 deg field-of-view. The right
column horn (128,128,-128) and 90 deg.
Figure 7 (Figure 12 in the Color Section) shows the undersampkg, ER-Perspective and oversamphng methods for
the test volume with a different subcube gramdarity and
an LGN neuron dataset. Our new e~onentid
perspective
method does not tier from any of the ~asing artifacts for
th=e datasets either. Notice that the qu~ty of our projections visufly mat&= the @ty
of the mu& slower oversamphg method. In the LGN pictures, notice the gangtions
whi& extend towards the rear of the neuron. With the undersampkg method, there is noticeable &sappearance of
these smfl features which cotid greatly affect the interpretation of the dataset.
Note that there is no noticeable visual difference between
the images created with our ER-Perspective algorithm and
the oversamphg method. Figure 8 is the ~erence image
between the ER-Pempective method and the oversampbg
method for the test volume in Figure 7. The ~erence image
is soled up to m~e the values displayable. The actual range
of the ~erences found is 5 out of 256 grayscdes (the R, G
and B difference images with 256 values ea~ was converted
to graysde).
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Figure 8
Difference between Oversampling and ERPerspectiue from Figure 7 scaled up for display-ability. The
actual range of the differences is 5/256 (the RGB image was
converted to graysale).

1.

j,
1
,.
I

Sampl- taken is

This ~
to

,.

be genertized

for any s~ce s through the volume

(9)
Thus, the total count of samples processed by the oversampkg method is

N ~+

x(

)

ez+s

S=o

Figure 7: The ieft column is ti 25P test volumes with 33 subcubes with the eye at (128,128,-128] and 90 deg $eld-oj-view.
The right column is the LGN dataset. Row (a) Undersampling, ~) ER-Perspective, (c) Oversarnpling.

2

N-e.

,.

;.

(lo)
:.

Sitiarly, the undersampbg method can be shown to perform the fo~owing amout of work
~.

5( )
S=o

The region of the overs-phg
image which repraents
the front hti of the volume in Fi~e
7 ~ers
sfightly
from the ER-perspective image in the same figure because
of the higher sampbg rate performed by the oversampkg
method. This cannot be avoided when samphg at ~erent, rates. However, the regions of the same images which
repr~sent. the r= hti of the volume are identid
This
givti emptied proof that the cascabg
of Bartlett Nters is
equi~dent to one wide Bartlett flt er as shown in Section 3.1.

2

N-e.
ez+s

(11)

For our ER-Peqective
algorithm the analysis is more compfimted.
Depending on the viewing geometry, we create
– 1 regions. We have shown in Section 2.2 that
log (*)
each of th-e regions has e=-2; shces. Again using sidar
~~m, ow ER-p~pective
number of samples

~goritb

,-

,,

tri-

processes the fo~owing

1
I

3.3

Performance

it is simple
Since we are performing a sfic~order ~oritb,
to analyze the totd amount of computation by d&ting
the amount of work performed on each s~ce. Assumin g that
the work done on each sample is the same, the count of the
number of .-plas
processed m be used as a comparison
of the worMoa&. For ~~ample, in the oversampb
method,
the number of samples on the rear sfice of a volume which
en&s exactly on a region bound~
is Nz. On the front sfice,
the sample count depen&s on the geometry of the eyepoint.
In partidar,
using .tian~es and e. as the distance
of the eyepoint from the front of the volume, the number of

This comphcated fornnda has an upper bound of
,.

f(2N)
*=O

—.

—

(13)

and a lower bound of
N

E(N)
S=o
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(14)

(

neuron in 1.75 seconds. A proper parflel version with good
load bdantig
wotid perform even better.
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Figure 9: Runtimes for each of the algorithms for a 1253
LG,%7neuron z~olumeas the distance &om the viewpoint to
the &ont of the volume changes. me algorithms ran with
a high-quality full Phong equation look-up-table shading of
every sample point.

Examining Equation 10 we ~
see that the oversamphg method cotid perform O(N4) work on the front stice
when the eyepoint is very dose to the volume. Figure 9
presents me~med runtimes for the various rendering dg~
nthms at. several viewpoints (~ implemented with a highqufity Phong shading look-uptable)The overeampbg
tima~ grow rapidy as the eyepoint is moved closer to the
front of the volume.
If v:e e~amine Equation 11, we see that as the eyepoint ap
preaches the front of the volume, the numerator approa&ee
zero. The amomt of work performed on the rsfice *O
approa&~~ zero. We can, once again, see in Figure 9 that
the runtimas of the undersamphng method demeaee as the
eyepoint becomas closer to the volumeEquations 13 and 14 show that regardess of the viewpoint geometry, the amount of work performed by our ERPers~ective ~gorithm is bounded by Q(N2) and 0(~2)
per
sEce. This provides the fo~owing two advantages:
●

an upper bored on the runtime of the &onthm that
is kear with the nmnber of vox& and is tidependent
of the view position

. a lom-er bound on the image qu~ty achieved that is
d~o independent of the view position
Thus, the wser set the bme samphg rate (see Section 2)
for the desired image @ty
and be sure that the samp~
rate is sufficient throughout the volume for that qu~ty.
In contra~t, the oversampkg method provid~ a lower
bound on the image qu~~ yet the runtime of the algorithm
may become mu& greater than that of the ER-Perspective.
The undersamp~g method provides an upper bound on the
runtime of rendering, but the image qu&ty may become
mu& worse than the ER-Perspective.
The ~gonti
is fio par~&zabIe.
We meated a simple pardd version of our code to run on 8 PEs of ~ SGI
Ch~enge using threads and SNP featur~. Each PE &sified, shaded =d composite
~ of ea& shce. With no load
bdan&g,
the dgonthm rendered imag= of the 1253 LGN
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To Other Algorithms

In this section we compare and contrast our approa& to
other ~gonthme.
Levoy and Whitaker’s 3D-mipmap ap
proa& [s] handed perspective ray divergence by large sampbg kernek. To improve the retime of their algorithm,
they precomputed a 3D mipmap of the volume. Thus they
have sample kernek of various sizes available during renderkg. Our dgontb,
on the other hand, effectively classifies
ea& sample and then computes the larger kernel on the fly
by merging the rays as they project towards the front of
the volume. Levoy and Whitaker’s algorithm reqties a pr~
das&~tion
and shading step even before the 3D mipmap
generation.
Brady et d.’s two phase approa& [2] cotid be considered
a more general case of our algorithm. me
we defie very
epefic region boundties, Brady et d- flow the user to set
them. K Brady et d.’s algorithm were uttized with exp~
nentidy increasing region sizes, the main difference between
our algorithm and theirs is that we utfize a shc~order ap
proa&. Therefore, our region boudaries cointide with volume s~ces wtie Brady et d.’s boundaries are arcs of equal
distance from the eyepoint. We note that Brady et d. utihze
shading approximations on their dgonthm. For Comparison
purpos-, we adapted our dgonthm to implement the same
shading qtity
as they did. Brady et d. reported 1.35
seconds for a complete raycast from smatch of a SOX80X127
volume on one 300~z
Pentium II. For the same sized volume our algorithm, implemented with the same shading dalgorithmas Brady et d.’s, rendered in 0.91 seconds on one
195~z
R1OOOO.Even though Brady et ~. utihzed a faster
machine, our algorithm was fast er because the s~ce-order
volume access dews for cach~coherency. Additiondy, athough Brady et d. takes advantage of a 3D graphics c~
processor to perform the inter-region fltering, we have fewer
regions to flter since we utfize exponenti~y growing regions. b essence, our algorithm fdtere the rays ody when
the ray density dictat~ it (and we have found this to be at
exponentifly inmeasti”g distances), wtie Brady et d. me
at es regions that are each 16 samples in length. We have&o
found that ca&e performance is very important to volume
rendering runtimee. Our ma&e
has a 2~
L2 ca&e.
The algorithm by Novine et d. [9] utfizes a box flter to
merge the epfit tid rays. Wolberg [14] has shown that the
box flter contains more prominent side lobes in the stop
band of the frequency domain tti
the Bartlett flter and
therefore contributes to more Aaeing. Since Novins et d.
ddgned their ~gorithm in 1990, we r~implemented it on
our hardware to compare the runtimes. The resdts show
that our algorithm is twice as fast, attributed to the fact
that we uttize sficeorder volume samples. AdditionWyj we
observed that the box flt er, w~e removing most of the
~aeing artif=ts of the undereampkg method, left more
&aSing than the ER perspective dgonth
(see Figure 10
and Figure 11 in the Color Section). This is more notice
able in animations. We notice sidarities
to our algorithm
despite the shceorder sampkg md the fiter used for sptitting/merging. Specifidy,
Novine et d. spht whenever the
ray density becomes l~s than 1 ray per unit voxel. Our
andyeis shows that this oc~
at exponenti~y inmeasing
Eu&dean distances from the eyepoint, although with an arc
pattern sidar to Brady et d.’s rather than shce-order Eke
ours.
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gorithm by characterizing the effective fltering on the input
data. We&o have utfized chdenging datasets and shown
the algorithms antidasing effectiveness. Our dgorithtn is
attractive because it is very we~ suited for implementation
on hardware arfit ectures to produce red-time perspective
volume rendering, su& as on the Cube fdy
of architectures. We plan to create the exact mapping of the dgoritb
on the Cube hardware pipehes and study the VLSI requirements for memory and communication.
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